2014 acadia fuse diagram

Ad vertisements. In this article, we consider the second-generation GMC Acadia, available from
to the present. Here you will find fuse box diagrams of GMC Acadia , , and , get information
about the location of the fuse panels inside the car, and learn about the assignment of each
fuse fuse layout and relay. The instrument panel fuse block is inside the center console on the
passenger side of the vehicle behind the panel. Open the fuse panel door, or remove the panel
from the passenger side by pulling it out. The underhood fuse block is in the engine
compartment, on the driver side of the vehicle. The rear compartment fuse block is behind a
trim panel on the driver side of the rear storage compartment. Remove the side bin, load floor,
and foam. How to check the fuses? How to replace a blown fuse? Why do car fuses blow?
Types of automotive fuses. Table of Contents. Fuse box location. Fuse box diagrams. Learn
more: How to check the fuses? We use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience
on our website. If you continue to use this site we will assume that you are happy with it. Ok
Privacy policy. Autos helped make these videos. The video above shows how to replace blown
fuses in the interior fuse box of your GMC Acadia in addition to the fuse panel diagram location.
Electrical components such as your map light, radio, heated seats, high beams, power windows
all have fuses and if they suddenly stop working, chances are you have a fuse that has blown
out. If your Acadia is experiencing electrical problems, you should always check the fuses first,
because they are relatively easy to check and cheap to change. Some GMCs have multiple
interior fuse boxes including in the trunk - the video above will show you where the interior fuse
box of your Acadia is located. If your Acadia has many options like a sunroof, navigation,
heated seats, etc, the more fuses it has. Some components may have multiple fuses, so make
sure you check all of the fuses that are linked to the component in question. If you need to
replace a blown fuse in your Acadia, make sure you replace it with one that has the same
amperage as the blown fuse. If checking and replacing the fuse for the component in question
doesn't work, we recommend seeking assistance from a trusted professional mechanic. They
should be able to figure out if the component needs to be replaced or if there is a short or some
other problem with your Acadia. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers
how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the
majority of cars on the road. If your brake fluid is a little low, learn how to add some here.
Ignoring a low level leads to big problems. Car companies often use the same engines in
different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names
amongst other tricks to help offset development costs. Our system selects the most applicable
video for your car based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed may not look
exactly like your car, but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it.
Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans
Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Change
the parking light. Small bulbs that burn out regularly - did you know you can replace these with
LED lights? Add brake fluid. Replace your car battery. Did you know that heat is worse for your
battery than cold? Replace it every 4 years. See all videos for the GMC Acadia. We have a
massive and growing video library, but we don't have everything To remove fuses hold the end
of the fuse between your thumb and index finger and pull straight out. Stays on solid for
approximately. Acadia fuse box. We will share this website for you articles and images of wiring
diagrams engine schemes engine problems engine diagrams transmission diagrams
replacement. The security light flashes. Acadia with hid lighting gmc acadia mk1 fuse box
engine compartment with hid. Gmc acadia fuses and relays gmc acadia fuses and relays gmc
canyon Gmc yukon yukon xl fuses and relays gmc yukon. Theft deterrent alarm is not. When the
door is closed the. Fuse box diagram location and assignment of electrical fuses and relays for
gmc acadia mk1. Gmc acadia fuse box diagram. The underhood fuse block is located in the
engine compartment on the passengers side of the vehicle. Keys doors and windows. Security
light stops flashing and. See more on our website. Fuse diagrams assignment of the electrical
fuses and relays in gmc vehicles. Fuse box diagrams location and assignment of the electrical
fuses and relays gmc. Httpsfuse boxinfogmcgmc acadia fuses and relay fuse box diagram
location and assignment of electrical fuses and rel. Red Fuse Box Wiring Library. Posted by
blogger at PM. Newer Older. Related Posts There is no other posts in this category. Search This
Blog. Popular F Fuse Diagram Ford f fuse box diagram. Talk about the stealership. Ford f fuse
box diagram. Mahindra Engine Diagram Mahindra max 28 tractor electrical wiring diagrams
welcome to our site this is images about mahindâ€¦. Cls Fuse Box Diagram Previous cls fuse
box panel location diagram cls cls cls55 cls63 amg. Mercedes benâ€¦. Roadster w mini
connected Label 01 crown vic fuse box diagram 01 ford ranger fuse box diagram 01 ford ranger
fuse diagram 02 crown vic fuse box diagram 02 f fuse box diagram 02 f fuse diagram 02 ford e
fuse diagram 02 ford econoline fuse box diagram 02 ford f fuse box diagram 02 ford f fuse
diagram 02 ford f fuse panel diagram 03 f fuse box diagram 03 f fuse diagram 03 f fuse panel

diagram 03 ford econoline fuse box diagram 03 ford f fuse box diagram 03 ford f fuse diagram
03 mustang ford mustang fuse box diagram 03 sterling fuse box diagram 04 expedition ford
expedition fuse box diagram 04 f 5. Subscribe Our Newsletter. Fuel gauge inop traction control
off due to no comunication from pcmtrans control moduleabs modulethe solution is replace the
abs harness connector whe. Immediately after completing step 2 press and hold until the
parking lamps flash. Gmc acadium engine diagram. When the vehicle starts the parking lamps
will turn on and remain on as long as the engine is running. Aim the rke transmitter at the
vehicle. The doors will be locked. Does anyone know if the engine they put in these happens to
be an interference engine or not which has a bearing on whether we have to replace timing
chains ahead of breakage to avoid serious engine damage or wait till they break and hope were
not on a long trip. When i got there she had restarted the engine and it was running fine. The
wife was driving the car home today when it lost power and she had to pull off the road.
Gabrovski belonged to max the company has built some of the earliest commercial trucks. I
spent about 48 in about 2 hours of work. Bailey line road recommended for you. Gmc
acadiaacadia denali owner manual black plate 51 in brief 1 5 remote vehicle start starting the
vehicle with this feature the engine can be started from outside of the vehicle. She thought she
might of also smelled something burnt and saw smoke. A diagram posted on the outlookforum
has this. Here you will find fuse box diagrams of gmc acadia and get information about the
location of the fuse panels inside the car and learn about the assignment of each fuse fuse
layout and relay. In this article we consider the second generation gmc acadia available from to
the present. Is synonymous with high class trucks and suvs gmc brand has been around for
about yearsgmc name came with the creation of rapid motor vehicle company in Choosing a
backup generator plus 3 legal house connection options transfer switch and more duration.
With this feature the engine can be started from outside of the vehicle. Fixing problems in your
vehicle is a do it approach with the auto repair manuals as they contain comprehensive
instructions and procedures on how to fix the problems in your ride. Gmc manuals offers a wide
range ofessential servicesmaintenancetroubleshootingworkshopfactory pdf manuals to help
you easydiy repair gmc vehicle any models and production years owners car issues online. Wrg
Acadia 3 6 V6 Engine Diagram. Repair Guides. Good Mustang Engine Diagram Wrg The shift
leaver moves. Table of Contents. Page 9: Instrument Panel 1. Air Vents on page Dome Lamp
Override. Stability Control on page System on page If Turn Signal Lever. Page System Press
and hold for more than two seconds to sound the panic alarm. This section provides a brief
Press again to cancel the panic overview about some of the alarm. Page Remote Vehicle Start
From the outside turn the key The engine will continue to run for toward the front or rear of the
10 minutes. Repeat the steps for a minute time extension. Remote vehicle, or press the start can
be extended only once. Page Windows If equipped with a power liftgate, the vehicle must be in
P Park to operate it. Press the switch to lower the 1. Seat Adjustment Handle window. Pull the
switch up to raise it. Page 13 Raise or lower the front part of To adjust a manual seat: the seat
cushion by moving the 1. Lift the handle 1 under the seat front of the control 1 up to unlock it.
Slide the seat to the desired Raise or lower the entire seat by position, and then release the
moving the rear of the control 1 Page Second Row Seats To fold the third row seatback: 1.
Remove anything on or under the seat. If available, the controls on the The second row seat can
be folded driver door are used to program and to access the third row. Pull the 2. Page Seats
Press the button once for the highest setting. With each press of the button, the seat will
change to the next lower setting, and then to the off setting. The lights indicate three for the
highest setting and one for the lowest. See Heated and Cooled Front Seats on page Page Safety
Belts The passenger airbag status indicator will light on the instrument panel when the vehicle
is started. See Passenger Sensing System on page Refer to the following sections for important
information on how to use safety belts properly: Safety Belts on page The passenger sensing
system will turn off the front outboard How to Wear Safety Belts Page 17 3. Return the switch to
the center to deselect the mirror. For vehicles with manual folding mirrors, push the mirror
toward the Adjust the rearview mirror to clearly vehicle. Pull the mirror out to return view the
area behind the vehicle. Page 18 3. Pull or push the steering wheel closer or away from you.
Push the lever up to lock the steering wheel in place. Do not adjust the steering wheel while
driving. The dome lamps are in the overhead console and above the rear seat passengers. Page
19 For more information, see: Turns the headlamps on automatically at normal brightness,
Dome Lamps on page Control on page Turns on the parking lamps including all lamps, except
the headlamps. Page Climate Controls 1. Fan Control 5. Air Delivery Mode Control 2. Air
Conditioning 3. Temperature Control 7. Rear Window Defogger 4. Page Transmission ERS mode
allows you to choose the top-gear limit of the transmission and the vehicle's speed while
driving downhill or towing a trailer. The vehicle has an electronic shift position indicator within
the instrument cluster. When using the ERS mode a number will display next to the L, indicating

the current gear that has been selected. Page 23 3. Turn to manually find a station or highlight a
menu selection. Press to select a highlighted selection. Press to go to the Home Page. See
Home Page in Operation on page External hands-free calls using the vehicle devices such as
iPods, laptop audio system and controls. Page Steering Wheel Controls Press briefly to set the
Press to reject an speed and activate cruise control. If cruise control is already active, Press to
switch between use to decrease vehicle speed. Page Warning Ldw when approaching a vehicle
directly ahead too quickly. FCA also If equipped, this system uses provides a visual alert if
following sensors on the rear bumper to another vehicle much too closely. Page Universal
Remote System At the rear of the center floor Press the front or rear of the console. Page
Stability Control tire pressures are getting low and the tires need to be inflated to the This
vehicle may have a Tire proper pressure. The TPMS does not replace normal monthly tire
maintenance. Maintain the correct tire pressures. See Tire Pressure Monitor System on page
Combine several trips into a See Roadside Assistance Program single trip. Keys See OnStar, if
equipped. RKE System Operation disarms the content theft-deterrent system. Do not insert
Caution the tool too far. Stop as the Vehicle soon as resistance is felt. Only RKE transmitters
programmed When replacing the battery, do Twist the tool until the to this vehicle will work. If a
not touch any of the circuitry on transmitter is separated. Page 35 Keys, Doors, and Windows
when doing so. Check local vehicle's lights cannot be seen, After entering the vehicle during a
regulations for any requirements on remote start, insert and turn the key press and hold for at
least remote starting of vehicles. Page Keys, Doors, And Windows Keys, Doors, and Windows
Conditions in Which the For example, if and then Warning Continued Remote Start Will Not
Work pressed again after the vehicle has been running for five minutes, crash is increased if the
The vehicle cannot be started using 10 minutes are added, allowing the doors are not locked.
Page 39 Keys, Doors, and Windows Manual Liftgate Warning Continued Warning To unlock the
liftgate, press the Adjust the climate control You, or others, could be injured if power door lock
switch or press system to a setting that caught in the path of the power on the Remote Keyless
Entry brings in only outside air and liftgate. Page 40 Keys, Doors, and Windows continue to
completion. If the vehicle is shifted out of P Park and accelerated before the power liftgate latch
closes, the liftgate may reverse to the open position. Cargo could fall out of the vehicle. Always
make sure the power liftgate is closed and latched before driving away. Page 41 Keys, Doors,
and Windows If more obstacles are encountered Manual Operation of Power Press the touch
pad on the outside on the same power cycle, the power of the liftgate pull cup and lift to Liftgate
function deactivates. The liftgate open. Page Vehicle Security Keys, Doors, and Windows
Vehicle Security When the door is closed, the If a locked door is opened without security light
stops flashing and using the RKE transmitter, a This vehicle has theft-deterrent stays on solid
for approximately second pre-alarm occurs. The features; Page Immobilizer Keys, Doors, and
Windows If the alarm does not sound or the The security light comes on if there Press or place
the key in the headlamps do not flash, see your is a problem with arming or ignition and turn it
to START to turn dealer for service. Page 44 Keys, Doors, and Windows If the vehicle does start,
the first key See your dealer or a locksmith who The security light turns off once may be faulty.
If you cut too sharply into the right lane, you could hit a vehicle on the right. Pull the mirror out
to return The mirrors are accidentally automatically adjusts for the glare of to its original
position. When the approaching vehicle is vehicle. Check the blind spot a long distance away,
the image mirror for a vehicle in the blind Mirror in the main mirror is small and zone. Page
Interior Mirrors Keys, Doors, and Windows Interior Mirrors Manual Rearview Mirror Windows If
equipped, push the tab forward for Interior Rearview Mirrors daytime use and pull it for
nighttime Warning use to avoid glare from the Adjust the rearview mirror for a clear Never leave
a child, a helpless headlamps from behind. Press and continue to hold the Rear Window
Lockout Press to activate the rear window switch until the window window lockout switch. The
is fully open. Pull up and hold the window switch to close the window. Press and hold the rear
of the switch to Sunroof close the sunroof. A circuit breaker stops them is displayed on the
Driver same fluid that is in the windshield until the motor cools. Information Center DIC when
the washer reservoir. Page Instruments and Controls Compass variance is the difference 5. If
calibration is necessary, between the earth's magnetic north calibrate the compass. See and
true geographic north. If the Compass Calibration compass is not set to the zone Procedure
following. Page Clock Instruments and Controls Such interference may be caused 2. Certain
accessory plugs may not be increase or decrease the time compatible with the accessory In the
rear cargo area. Page Warning Lights, Gauges, And Indicators Instruments and Controls
Warning Lights, Warning lights come on when there When one of the warning lights could be a
problem with a vehicle comes on and stays on while Gauges, and function. Some warning lights
come driving, or when one of the gauges on briefly when the engine is started shows there may
be a problem, Indicators Page Odometer Instruments and Controls Speedometer Fuel Gauge

When the ignition is on, the fuel gauge shows how much fuel is left The speedometer shows the
in the tank. Page Engine Coolant Temperature Instruments and Controls It takes a little more or
less fuel See Engine Overheating on to fill up than the fuel gauge page for more information. For
example, the gauge may have indicated the Voltmeter Gauge tank was half full, but it actually
took a little more or less than half the tank's capacity to fill the tank. There is a passenger safety
belt Light Readings in the low warning zone reminder light near the passenger may occur when
a large number of There is a driver safety belt Page Airbag Readiness Light Instruments and
Controls The front passenger safety belt If there is a problem with the airbag warning light and
chime may turn on system, a Driver Information Center if an object is put on the seat such DIC
message may also come on. Page Charging System Light Instruments and Controls If the word
OFF or the off symbol is Charging System Light lit on the passenger airbag status indicator, it
means that the passenger sensing system has turned off the front outboard passenger frontal
airbag. Canada and Mexico If, after several seconds, both status indicator lights remain on, or if
there When the vehicle is started, the Page Indicator Lamp Instruments and Controls If a short
distance must be driven Caution with the light on, be sure to turn off all accessories, such as
the radio If the vehicle is continually driven and air conditioner. Page Instruments and Controls
This light comes on during a follow the previous steps and see Caution malfunction in one of
two ways: your dealer for service as soon as possible. Light Flashing: A misfire condition
Modifications made to the engine, has been detected. Poor fuel quality causes while the engine
is off. See Maintenance Programs the engine not to run as your dealer for assistance in
Depending on where you live, efficiently as designed and may verifying proper operation of the
See Brake Fluid on Light page The brake system might not be The vehicle brake system
consists When the ignition is on, the brake working properly if the brake of two hydraulic
circuits. If the regular brake system warning light is also on, there are no antilock brakes and
there is a problem with the regular The light comes on when there is a Stop and turn off the
vehicle to problem with the StabiliTrak system. Lack of proper engine oil A Driver Information
Center DIC maintenance can damage the tire pressure message may also This light should
come on briefly as engine. High-Beam On Light The security light should come on The fog lamp
light comes on when briefly as the engine is started. This display to scroll through the following
menu add air to a specific tire will appear allows you to select between metric items This display
Warning amount of time that has passed shows the number of liters L or since the timer was
last reset, not gallons gal of fuel used since the Page Instruments and Controls The images are
projected by the The following indicator lights come HUD lens on the driver side of the on in the
instrument panel when instrument panel. Release displayed. The current radio station the page
button when the format 1. Page Instruments and Controls The three formats are: English
English English Metric Metric Metric Format Two: This display includes Format Three: This
display the information in Format One includes all the information in Format One: This display
gives the without the transmission information Format One along with a circular speedometer
reading in English or and the outside air temperature. This message displays along with The
normal battery voltage range is Battery Voltage and the brake system warning light if Adjust
your driving accordingly. Restart the the vehicle gets hot. Turn the ignition on and place DIC
display. The current made to this feature. The current door will unlock when the vehicle is
setting will remain. Page Instruments and Controls work. Page Instruments and Controls The
lights will remain on for LOUD: The chime volume will be Press the customization button until
20 seconds or until the lock button set to a loud level. This includes See Radio Frequency
Statement on exited when any of the following any garage door opener model Page Instruments
and Controls Make sure the hand-held transmitter 2. At the same time, press and programming
is complete. Page Instruments and Controls flash, press and hold the same enough for the
Universal Remote button a second time for system to pick up the signal during two seconds,
then release it. Again, if the door does not move If the programming did not work, or the garage
door lamp does replace Step 2 under Programming Press and hold any one of the Universal
Remote system button for buttons. Page Driving And Operating Driving and Operating Allow
enough following distance Control of a Vehicle Warning between you and the driver in Braking,
steering, and accelerating front of you. Taking your eyes off the road too are important factors
in helping to Focus on the task of driving. Page Steering Driving and Operating If the engine
ever stops while the If the vehicle seems harder to steer Caution Continued vehicle is being
driven, brake than normal when parking or driving normally but do not pump the slowly, there
may be a problem with damage may occur to the power brakes. Turn the steering wheel about
Defensive drivers avoid most skids allows steering while braking. The best advice is to
including reducing vehicle speed slow down when the road is wet. After driving through a large
by shifting to a lower gear. Do not Other driving tips include: Warning swing wide or cut across
the Keep the vehicle well ventilated. Drive at Using the brakes to slow the speeds that let you

stay in your Keep the interior vehicle on a long downhill slope own lane. Page Driving and
Operating Drive with caution, whatever the Turn off cruise control on slippery Warning
Continued condition. Accelerate gently so surfaces. Accelerating too Blizzard Conditions
cannot be seen or smelled. It can quickly causes the wheels to spin cause unconsciousness
and even and makes the surface under the Being stuck in snow can be a See Turn the steering
wheel left and wheels to free the vehicle when Climate Control Systems in right to clear the area
around the stuck in sand, mud, ice, or snow. Page Vehicle Load Limits Driving and Operating
Vehicle Load Limits information label shows the Warning Continued number of occupant
seating It is very important to know how positions 1 , and the maximum vehicle handles. This
could much weight your vehicle can vehicle capacity weight 2 in cause loss of control and a
carry. Locate the statement "The combined weight of Determine the combined occupants and
cargo should weight of luggage and cargo never exceed XXX kg or being loaded on the vehicle.
Page Driving and Operating seating positions. The combined weight of the driver, passengers,
and cargo should never exceed your vehicle's capacity weight. Overloading the vehicle may
cause damage. Do not tow a trailer during Caution break-in. Come to a complete stop, shift
power outlets. Use that starts the engine. This feature assists in Do not try to shift to P Park if
the If the steering wheel is turned starting the engine and protects vehicle is moving. If you do,
you until it reaches the end of its components. Page Engine Heater Driving and Operating down.
Heater If the vehicle starts briefly but Cranking the engine for long 1. Turn off the engine. Hold
the brake pedal down and If the cord will not reach, use a set the parking brake. See These
vehicle accessories can be heavy-duty three-prong extension used for up to 10 minutes after
the cord rated for at least 15 amps. Page Shifting Out Of Park Driving and Operating Leaving the
Vehicle with the If you have to leave the vehicle with If torque lock does occur, your the engine
running, be sure the vehicle may need to be pushed Engine Running vehicle is in P Park and the
uphill by another vehicle to relieve parking brake is firmly set before the parking pawl pressure,
so you Move the shift lever to the Engine Exhaust battery or a battery with low voltage, desired
position. Page Driving and Operating then press the button on the back of To rock the vehicle
back and forth to Warning the shift lever before shifting from get out of snow, ice, or sand
without P Park. If you cannot shift out of damaging the transmission, see It is dangerous to get
out of the P Park , ease pressure on the shift Push it again to deactivate 1. Move the shift lever
to L Low. Grade Vehicles with this feature transfer braking is available for normal engine power,
as required, to all This vehicle has ABS, an advanced Page Parking Brake Driving and Operating
If driving safely on a wet road and it there will not be enough time to Parking Brake becomes
necessary to slam on the apply the brakes if that vehicle brakes and continue braking to
suddenly slows or stops. Always avoid a sudden obstacle, a leave enough room up ahead to
computer senses that the wheels Page Brake Assist Driving and Operating Brake Assist Hill
Start Assist HSA Caution This vehicle has a brake assist This vehicle has an HSA feature,
Driving with the parking brake on feature designed to assist the driver which may be useful
when the can overheat the brake system in stopping or decreasing vehicle vehicle is stopped
on a grade. Stop the vehicle. Turn the engine off and wait accelerate heavily when TCS is be
maintained without keeping your 15 seconds. The indicator wheel spin while cruise control is
the cruise control has been set to light on the button comes on when being used, the cruise
control will Each time this is vehicle speed. When going If the cruise control system is done, the
vehicle goes about downhill, you might have to brake or Page Driving and Operating Collision
Alert Selecting the Alert Timing Warning Press the collision alert button, FCA does not provide
a warning on the center stack to set the alert to help avoid a crash, unless it timing to far,
medium, near, or off. Detection An obstacle is indicated by audible distances may be less
during beeps. The interval between the There are messages that may warmer or humid weather.
Take SBZA does not detect vehicles following conditions: the vehicle to your dealer to rapidly
approaching outside of the repair the system. See change lanes. Before making a lane change,
check the SBZA display,. The rear vision camera system might not work properly or display a
The area displayed by the camera is clear image if: limited and does not display objects that are
close to either corner or Page Lane Departure Driving and Operating There are extreme
temperature will sound from the left or right side, Warning Continued changes. If LDW is on, the
LDW indicator will appear green The weather may be limiting rain, or snow, or if the headlamps
if the system detects a left or right visibility. The malfunction Fuel Additives indicator lamp
could turn on and the At a minimum, gasoline should To keep fuel systems clean, vehicle may
not pass a smog-check meet ASTM specification D Fuel vapors and fuel fires burn This spray
can happen if the violently and can cause injury or tank is nearly full, and is death. Make sure
Container the cap is fully installed. The If a new fuel cap is needed, be diagnostic system can
determine if sure to get the right type of cap Warning the fuel cap has been left off or Page
Trailer Towing Driving and Operating Trailer Towing Driving Characteristics Warning Continued

and Towing Tips General Towing Place the nozzle inside the fill Driving with a Trailer opening of
the container Information before dispensing fuel, and When towing a trailer: Only use towing
equipment that has keep it in contact with the fill Become familiar with the state been designed
for the vehicle. Page Driving and Operating Towing a trailer requires a certain trailer, which
mainly occurs during Warning amount of experience. The cornering. This is normal when
combination you are driving is towing heavier trailers. When towing a trailer, exhaust longer and
not as responsive as the Following Distance gases may collect at the rear of vehicle itself. Page
Driving and Operating Making Turns lamps also flash, telling other normal altitudes. If the
engine is drivers the vehicle is turning, turned off immediately after towing changing lanes or
stopping. Page Driving and Operating If parking the rig on a hill: 3. Drive slowly until the trailer
is Trailer Towing clear of the chocks. Press the brake pedal, but do Three important
considerations not shift into P Park yet. Turn 4. Page Driving and Operating Use the following
chart to determine how much the vehicle can weigh, based upon the vehicle model and options.
The effect of additional weight may reduce the It is important to have the correct trailering
capacity more than the hitch equipment. Crosswinds, large total of the additional weight. Cross
the The trailer wiring harness, with a safety chains under the tongue of seven-pin connector, is
located at the trailer to help prevent the tongue the rear of the vehicle and is tied to These wiring
provisions for an They should be connected by your electric trailer brake controller are dealer
or a qualified service center. Engine For service and parts needs, visit Buying New Tires. Page
handling, emissions systems, This vehicle has an airbag system. These accessories or
modifications could even cause Keep a record with all parts receipts malfunction or damage not
covered and list the mileage and the date of by the vehicle warranty. Page Before closing the
hood, be sure all filler caps are on properly. To open the hood: Pull the hood down to close.
Lower the hood until the lifting pressure of the strut is reduced. Then allow the hood to fall and
latch into place under its own weight. Page 1. Remote Negative Terminal. Engine Oil Dipstick
Out of View. See Checking Engine Oil under 9. Engine Cooling Fans Out of View. See 3. Radiator
Pressure Cap Out of View. See 4. Engine Coolant Recovery Cap. Brake Fluid Reservoir. See
Brake Fluid under 5. Page 2. Pull out the dipstick and clean it with a paper towel or cloth, then It
is a good idea to check the engine To ensure proper engine push it back in all the way. In order
to performance and long life, careful Remove it again, keeping the tip get an accurate reading,
the vehicle Page Selecting the right engine oil depends on both the proper oil Do not add too
much oil. Oil Failure to use the recommended specification and viscosity grade. Page
specification. See Specification containing used engine oil. See the When the system has
calculated earlier in this section for more manufacturer's warnings about the that oil life has
been diminished, it information. Repeat engine oil is changed so that the transmission fluid may
damage the procedure. Page To inspect or replace the engine air 5. If using this mixture,
mixture can freeze and crack nothing else needs to be added. The repairs This mixture: Adding
only plain water or some would not be covered by the other liquid to the cooling system Gives
freezing protection down vehicle warranty. Page Check to see if coolant is visible in When the
engine is hot, the level the coolant recovery tank. Page Steam and scalding liquids from a hot
cooling system can blow out 2. Remove the radiator pressure cap when the cooling system, and
burn you badly. Never turn including the upper radiator the cap when the cooling system, hose,
is no longer hot. Turn including the surge tank pressure the pressure cap slowly cap, is hot.
Page 6. Reinstall the cap on the coolant recovery tank but leave the radiator pressure cap off. If
the pressure cap is not tightly 7. Start the engine and let it run installed, coolant loss and until
the upper radiator hose possible engine damage may feels warm. Page You may decide not to
lift the hood when this warning appears, but instead get service help right away. Page If the
overheat warning is displayed If there is no sign of steam, idle the with no sign of steam: engine
for three minutes while parked. If the warning is still 1. Turn the air conditioning off. After
driving in the overheated displayed, turn off the engine until it engine protection operating 2.
Page To determine what kind of fluid to use, see To check the power steering fluid:. Always 1.
Turn the key off and let the use the proper fluid. Remove the engine cover. See Use of the
incorrect fluid may The power steering fluid reservoir is 3. Page When the windshield washer
fluid This vehicle has disc brakes. Page Some driving conditions or climates can cause a brake
squeal when the Every time the brakes are applied, brakes are first applied or lightly with or
without the vehicle moving, applied. This does not mean the brakes adjust for wear. Page A
fluid leak in the brake When the brake fluid falls to a low hydraulic system can also cause level,
the brake warning light comes a low fluid level. Have the brake on. See Using the wrong fluid
can hydraulic system fixed, since a badly damage brake leak means that sooner or later
hydraulic system parts. Page Infrequent Usage: Remove the black, negative cable from the
Refer to the replacement number on battery to keep the battery from the original battery label
when a running down. When you are doing this Extended Storage: Remove the black, negative

cable from the inspection, the vehicle could Page 3. With the engine off, turn the ignition on, but
do not start the engine. Without applying the regular brake, try to move the shift lever out of P
Park with normal effort. If the shift lever When you are doing this check, moves out of P Park ,
contact the vehicle could begin to move. Page To check the P Park Allowing the wiper blade
arm to mechanism's holding ability: touch the windshield when no With the engine running,
shift to wiper blade is installed could P Park. Then release the damage the windshield. Any
parking brake followed by the damage that occurs would not regular brake. Page 4. Return the
wiper arm and blade assembly to the rest position on Headlamp aim has been preset and the
glass. If the vehicle is damaged in a crash, the headlamp aim may be affected. The vehicle is
equipped with an If adjustment to the headlamps is acoustic windshield. Install the new bulb.
Reverse Steps 1 3 to reinstall For the proper type of replacement the license plate lamp. Page
An electrical overload may cause the lamps to go on and off, or in The vehicle has fuses and
circuit some cases to remain off. Have the breakers to protect against an headlamp wiring
checked right away electrical system overload. Page Spilling liquid on any electrical The wiring
circuits in your vehicle The underhood fuse block is in the component on the vehicle may are
protected from short circuits by engine compartment, on the damage it. Always keep the a
combination of fuses, circuit passenger side of the vehicle. Page The vehicle may not be
equipped with all of the fuses, relays, and features shown. See with Halogen Lighting the
warranty manual for cause overheating as a information regarding the tire result of too much
flexing. Overinflated tires are more center should repair, Consider installing winter tires on
replace, dismount, and likely to be cut, punctured, the vehicle if frequent driving on or broken
by a sudden mount the tires. Page With winter tires, there may be decreased dry road traction,
This vehicle may come with high increased road noise, and shorter performance summer tires.
These tread life. After changing to winter tires have a special tread and tires, be alert for
changes in vehicle compound that are optimized for handling and braking. Page third week of
the year resistance. For more information would have a four-digit DOT Original date of Page
criteria have a TPC specification compact spare tire or temporary Maximum load code molded
onto the sidewall. Page vehicle tire engineered to Diameter of automatic transmission, power
standards set by the U. Tire the wheel in inches. These The three-digit characters represent the
load The relationship number indicates the tire section index and speed rating of the of a tire's
height to its width. Page identify the tire manufacturer, An assigned amount of air pressure in a
tire, production plant, brand, and number ranging from 1 to measured in kPa kilopascal date of
production. Page The friction between Designated seating positions. Vehicle the tire and the
road surface. See has a particular side that faces that comes into contact with outward when
mounted on a Page The ratings are molded into the sidewall of the tire. See Tires need the
correct amount of Overinflated tires, or tires that air pressure to operate have too much air, can
effectively. Page How the vehicle is loaded Remove the valve cap from the affects vehicle
handling and ride tire valve stem. Press the tire comfort. Never load the vehicle gauge firmly
onto the valve to The Tire Pressure Monitor System with more weight than it was get a pressure
measurement. Page As an added safety feature, your Your vehicle has also been alternate tires
and wheels allow the vehicle has been equipped with a equipped with a TPMS malfunction
TPMS to continue to function tire pressure monitoring system indicator to indicate when the
properly. Page For additional information and The TPMS can warn about a low details about the
DIC operation and tire pressure condition but it does displays see not replace normal tire
maintenance. See The low tire pressure warning light When a low tire pressure condition may
come on in cool weather when is detected, the TPMS illuminates the vehicle is first started, and
then Page The TPMS sensor matching Operating electronic devices or process was not done or
not being near facilities using radio completed successfully after wave frequencies similar to
the The TPMS will not function properly rotating the tires. Page relearn tool, in the following
order: 4. Start with the driver side 9. Set all four tires to the front tire, passenger side rear tire, 5.
Place the relearn tool against recommended air pressure and driver side rear. Page The tread or
sidewall is Anytime unusual wear is If the vehicle has a compact cracked, cut, or snagged
noticed, rotate the tires as soon spare tire, do not include it in the deep enough to show cord or
as possible, check for proper tire tire rotation. Page Check that the spare tire, if the Treadwear
indicators are one way to tell when it is time for new tires. Push, pull, and then try Rust or dirt
on a wheel, or on the the tires have only 1. Page replacement tires are needed, Braking and
handling GM strongly recommends performance may be Tires age when stored normally buying
tires with the same TPC adversely affected if all the tires mounted on a parked vehicle. Park
Spec rating. Page The Tire and Loading Information label indicates the original equipment tires
on the Tires could explode during Using bias-ply tires on the vehicle. See improper service.
Attempting vehicle may cause the wheel to mount or dismount a tire rim flanges to develop
cracks could cause injury or death. Page nominal rim diameters of 10 to 12 inches 25 to 30 cm ,

or to some limited-production If different sized wheels are used, Quality grades can be found
tires. Page It is unusual for a tire to blow out Driving on a flat tire will cause while driving,
especially if the tires permanent damage to the tire. See Do not use tire chains. There is. If air
goes out of a Re-inflating a tire after it has not enough clearance. Page When the vehicle has a
flat tire 2 , use the following example as a guide to assist in the placement of Lifting a vehicle
and getting Changing a tire can be the wheel blocks 1. Turn the jack on its side, with the bottom
facing toward you. The compact spare tire is located 5. Pull the jack straight out, bottom under
the vehicle, in front of the rear first. See for more information. Open the storage compartment 5.
Tilt the retainer and slip it 2. If the vehicle has a wheel cover, door of the convenience through
the wheel opening to loosen the plastic nut caps with center 1 that is nearest the remove the
spare tire from the the wheel wrench. Page damaged. Do not use an impact wrench to remove
the wheel nuts if this vehicle has wheel locks. Loosen the wheel nuts but do not remove them
using the The triangle may be located 4. To identify the appropriate wrench. Page 5. Attach the
wrench to the jack, and turn the wrench clockwise to raise the jack head 7. Raising the vehicle
with the jack 6. Do not raise the vehicle yet. Put improperly positioned can the compact spare
tire near you. Page Remove any rust or dirt from the wheel bolts, mounting surfaces, and spare
wheel. Rust or dirt on a wheel, or on the after replacing. Follow the torque Place the spare tire
on the parts to which it is fastened, can specification supplied by the wheel mounting surface.
Page Storing a jack, a tire, or other equipment in the passenger The underbody-mounted spare
compartment of the vehicle could tire needs to be stored with the cause injury. In a sudden stop
or valve stem pointing down. If the collision, loose equipment could spare tire is stored with the
valve strike someone. When the compact spare tire is almost in the stored position, turn the tire
so the valve is toward the rear of the vehicle. This position helps when checking the air
pressure in the compact spare tire. Raise the tire fully against the underside of the vehicle. Put
the flat tire in the rear 7. Pull on the cable to make sure it storage area with the valve stem is
secure. Pull the cable 1 through the door striker 5 , the center of the wheel 4 , and the plastic
spare tire heat shield 3 , as shown. Turn the jack 3 on its side and The vehicle will perform
differently place down on the holding with the spare tire installed and it is bracket. Reinstall the
wing bolt 2 by 50 mph. Page For more information about the When the compact spare is If you
do not follow these steps vehicle battery, see installed, do not take the vehicle exactly, some or
all of these through an automatic car wash things can hurt you. If the vehicle battery has run
down, with guide rails. Page To avoid the possibility of the 3. Turn off the ignition on both
vehicles rolling, set the parking vehicles. Unplug unnecessary brake firmly on both vehicles
accessories plugged into the If the other vehicle does not have involved in the jump start
cigarette lighter or the accessory a volt system with a negative procedure. Page battery and
maybe other parts too. And do not connect the negative cable to the Using a match near a
battery can Fans or other moving engine negative terminal on the dead cause battery gas to
explode. Page 7. Do not let the other end touch metal. Page Consult your dealer or a Here are
some important things to professional towing service if the consider before recreational vehicle
disabled vehicle must be towed. Page For vehicles being dinghy towed, 6. To prevent the
battery from the vehicle should be run at the draining while the vehicle is beginning of each day
and at each being towed, remove the 15 amp RV fuel stop for about five minutes. ECM fuse and
the 15 amp This will ensure proper lubrication of Onstar fuse. Page a platform trailer with all
four wheels off of the ground or dinghy towed from the front. Clamp the steering wheel in a
straight-ahead position with a clamping device designed for towing. Remove the key from the
ignition. Locks are lubricated at the factory. Use a de-icing agent only when 6. Secure the
vehicle to the dolly. Page Dry the finish with a soft, clean chamois or an all-cotton towel to avoid
surface scratches and water Do not use petroleum-based, 8, kPa 1, psi can result spotting. Page
Always dilute a concentrated Do not apply waxes or polishes to cleaner according to the
uncoated plastic, vinyl, rubber, manufacturer s instructions. Do not use chrome cleaners. Do
not use cleaners that are not Failure to clean and protect the intended for automotive use. Page
can be removed by rubbing with a clean cloth. See Clean the outside of the windshield with
glass cleaner. Chrome wheels and other chrome trim may be damaged if the Clean rubber
blades using a lint-free vehicle is not washed after cloth or paper towel soaked with driving on
roads that have been windshield washer fluid or a mild Page silicone grease on weatherstrips
with a clean cloth will make them Quickly repair minor chips and last longer, seal better, and not
stick scratches with touch-up materials chrome-plated wheels through an or squeak. Page Use
a soft bristle brush to remove To prevent damage, do not clean dust from knobs and crevices
on the the interior using the following To clean, use a terry cloth fabric instrument cluster.
Using a mild cleaners or techniques: dampened with water. Page To clean: cleaner or spot lifter.
Test a small hidden area for colorfastness before 1. Saturate a clean lint-free Coated moldings
should be cleaned. Page Do not attach a device with a them to dry naturally. Never use the

vehicle, blot immediately and suction cup to the display. This heat, steam, spot lifters, or spot
clean with a soft cloth dampened may cause damage and would removers. Page Use the
following guidelines for proper floor mat usage. Some vehicles have floor mats with The original
equipment floor a button-type retainer. If the floor mats need soap and lukewarm water. Make
sure the floor mat is 2. Pull up on the floor mat. Center the slot in the floor mat it does not
interfere with the grommet with the knob on the pedals. Page Reporting Safety Defects to
Procedure Normally, any concerns General Motors Page If after contacting a When contacting
GMC, remember case will generally be heard within member of dealership management, that
your concern will likely be 40 days. If you do not agree with the it appears your concern cannot
be resolved at a dealer's facility. That is Page Center. Visit TTY users call Centre: Chat live with
online help representatives. Use the Vehicle Tools section. Page Model, year, color, and license
GMC and General Motors of Assistance is also given when plate number of the vehicle Canada
Limited reserve the right to the vehicle is stuck in the sand, limit services or payment to an mud,
or snow. Page Must be over kilometres from where Impound towing caused by your trip was
started to When the vehicle requires warranty violation of any laws. General Motors of service,
contact your dealer and Canada Limited requires Legal fines. By pre-authorization, original
scheduling a service appointment Mounting, dismounting, Page original receipts and can only
be up to the maximum amount allowed by Warranty service can generally be GM for shuttle
service. In addition, completed while you wait. However, for U. Page Requirements vary and
may include Recycled original equipment parts minimum age requirements, may also be used
for repair. These insurance coverage, credit card, parts are typically removed from etc. You are
responsible for fuel vehicles that were total losses in usage charges and may also be prior
crashes. Page Aftermarket parts are not covered Many insurance policies provide by the GM
New Vehicle Limited reduced protection to the GM If there has been an injury, call Warranty, and
any vehicle failure vehicle by limiting compensation for emergency services for help. Do not
related to such parts is not covered damage repairs through the use of leave the scene of a
crash until all Remember, long as the cost stays within Insurance company and policy recycled
parts will not be covered by reasonable limits. Page Owner publications are written Technical
Service Bulletins and specifically for owners and intended Manuals are available for current to
provide basic operational and past model GM vehicles. Motors of Canada Limited. Box or write
to: You can also obtain other Page These data can help provide a better understanding of the
This vehicle is equipped with an circumstances in which crashes and event data recorder EDR.
The injuries occur. Page GM will not access this data or about the vehicle s operation; about
share it with others except: with the collisions involving the vehicle; the consent of the vehicle
owner or, use of the vehicle and its features; if the vehicle is leased, with the and, in certain
situations, the RFID technology is used in some consent of the lessee; Operation is subject to
the following two conditions: 1. The device may not cause harmful interference. Page Press
Make a call, end a call, or answer an incoming call. With Automatic Crash Response, Get help
for an emergency. System responds: Allows subscribers OnStar ready, then a tone. Say Repeat.
System responds 1. System responds: MapQuest. Navigation or screen-based responds with
OnStar ready, Say Cancel route. Page Destinations can also be downloaded on the go. For 1.
System responds: 1. System responds: information about eNav, Destination OnStar ready.
OnStar ready. Download, and coverage maps see Say Call. System responds: 2. Pick a name
tag. Does that sound OK? Say Yes or say No to try month. It will check the engine, again.
System responds: OK, transmission, antilock brakes, and Press to request account transfer
Page OnStar services require a vehicle work. Other problems beyond the electrical system,
wireless service, control of OnStar may prevent Automatic Crash Response, and GPS satellite
technologies to be service such as hills, tall buildings, Emergency Services, Crisis Assist,
available and operating for features tunnels, weather, electrical system Stolen Vehicle
Assistance, Vehicle to funct
aiag manuals free download
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ion properly. Page In emergency situations, OnStar via wireless cellular communications can
use the last stored GPS cannot be assured. Third parties OnStar services require a vehicle
location to send to emergency may unlawfully intercept or access electrical system, wireless
service, responders. Redistributions in binary form 3. Altered versions including, but Such
altered versions are compiled executables must not limited to, ports to new further prohibited
from reproduce the above copyright operating systems, existing ports misrepresentative use of
the notice, definition, disclaimer, with new graphical interfaces, Zip-Bugs or Info-ZIP e-mail and
this list of conditions in Page Bulb Replacement Page Fuel Page Headlamps Aiming Page

Mirrors Ordering Automatic Dimming Page Windshield Replacement This manual is also
suitable for: acadia denali. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't
have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL.

